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Why event shapes in lepton collisions?

e+e— event shapes, jets
have long been considered
ideal for measuring αs

as status and perspectives (2018) David d’Enterria

Table 1 summarizes all high-precision as values extracted so far. The c2-averaging of the six sub-
groups of observables currently in the PDG-2017 yields as(m2

Z
) = 0.1181 ± 0.0011 [4]. Inclusion

of the newly derived (red-italics) values has almost no impact in four subclasses (lattice QCD, PDF,
e+e�, Z decays) but would change by �0.4% (+2%) the t- (top)-based pre-averages (Fig. 1). The
updated world-average, combining all results, would thereby be as(m2

Z
) = 0.1183 ± 0.0008 with

slightly increased central value and decreased uncertainty (⇠0.7%).
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Figure 1: as extractions. Top: Current PDG-2017 (solid dots, orange band) and 2018-updated (open dots)
pre-averages. Middle: Expected FCC-ee values via W, Z decays. Bottom: Other less accurate methods today.

3. Future as prospects

Improvements in a few extractions listed in Table 1 are anticipated in the coming years thanks
to new LHC data and more precise calculations. In addition, other sets of observables computed
today with a lower accuracy (NLO, or approximately-NNLO, bottom of Fig. 1), and thereby not
included now in the world-average, will provide additional constraints [2]. Ultimately, as(m2

Z
)

precision in the permille range will require a clean e+e� machine providing many orders-of-
magnitude more jets and electroweak bosons than collected at LEP. Measurements of W hadronic

decays (theoretically known at N3LO) provide today a very imprecise as(m2
Z
) = 0.117 ± 0.030

(⇠30% uncertainty) due to the limited LEP data. Statistical samples of 108 W available at FCC-
ee [6], combined with a significantly reduced parametric uncertainty of the Vcs CKM element,
can ultimately yield das(m2

Z
)/as(m2

Z
) ⇡ 0.3% [22]. Similarly, the high-statistics and clean set

of accurately-reconstructed (and flavour-tagged) e+e� final-states will provide precise as determi-
nations from event shapes, jets rates, and parton-to-hadron fragmentation functions (FF) stud-
ies. The energy dependence of the low-z FF provides today as(m2

Z
) = 0.1205± 0.0022 (⇠2%
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summary of αs determinations:
Table 1: World average values of ↵s(mZ) over time.

year ↵s(mZ) �↵s(mZ) comment ref.

1989 0.11 ±0.01 NLO (pre-LEP) [1]

1994 0.117 ±0.006 + LEP + HERA [5]

1998 0.119 ±0.004 [6]

2000 0.1184 ±0.0031 at NNLO [7]

2002 0.1183 ±0.0027 [8]

2004 0.1182 ±0.0027 [9]

2006 0.1189 ±0.0010 + lattice [10]

2009 0.1184 ±0.0007 [11]

2012 0.1184 ±0.0007 [12]

2014 0.1185 ±0.0006 [13]

2016 0.1181 ±0.0011 [2]

Figure 1: World average values of ↵s(mZ) over time.
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e+e— event shapes, jets
have long been considered
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lattice is unbeatable
yet determination of αs 
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Impact of corrections at NNLO
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(4.29)

is free of ✏-poles, although to perform the algebra for the 1/✏2 and 1/✏ poles still requires some
e↵ort. Hence eq. (4.29) is finite in four dimensions and we can compute the regularized double
virtual di↵erential cross section for any infrared-safe observable numerically.

5 Event shapes old and new

The CoLoRFulNNLO method provides a robust subtraction scheme for computing NNLO cor-
rections to processes with a colorless initial state (for the moment) and any number of final
state jets, provided all necessary matrix elements are known. We have implemented the method
in a general purpose, automated parton-level Monte Carlo code which can be used to compute
any infrared-safe observable at NNLO accuracy in e+e� ! 3 jets. To demonstrate the validity
of our code, we compute NNLO corrections to six standard event shape variables (thrust, heavy
jet mass, total jet broadening, wide jet broadening, C-parameter and the two-to-three jet tran-
sition variable y23 in the Durham algorithm) and compare our predictions to those available
in the literature [5, 6]. We also present here for the first time the computation of jet cone
energy fraction (JCEF) at NNLO accuracy. Predictions from CoLoRFulNNLO at this order
in perturbation theory for oblateness and energy-energy correlation (EEC) were presented in
ref. [7].

5.1 Definition of event shapes

Thrust [76, 77] is defined as

T = max
~n

✓

P

i |~n · ~pi|
P

i |~pi|

◆

, (5.1)

where the three-vectors ~pi denote the three-momenta of the partons and ~n defines the direction
of the thrust axis, ~nT , by maximizing the sum on the right-hand side. For massless particles
thrust is normalized by the center-of-mass energy,

P

i |~pi| = Q. In general 1/2  T  1, with
T = 1/2 for spherically symmetric events, and T ! 1 in the case of two back-to-back jets (the
dijet limit). For three-particle events, we have 2/3  T  1.

Heavy jet mass [78–80] is defined by dividing the event into two hemispheres, HL, HR, by a
plane orthogonal to an axis which can be chosen to be the thrust axis ~nT . Then the hemisphere
invariant mass is
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19

τ = 1-T

V. Del Duca et al, arXiv:1603.08927  

A, B and C computed with MCCSM (=Monte Carlo for the CoLoRFulNNLO 
Subtraction Method) 

New results on on as Zoltán TRÓCSÁNYI

According to the Particle Data Group [] the current world average of the determinations of the
strong coupling as = 0.1181 has an uncertainty of slightly below 1 %. The average is dominated
by the lattice determinations [?] that show the smallest uncertainties by far. Determinations based
on experimental data span a much larger range, over 4 %, which suggests that measuring the strong
coupling in experiments cannot cope with the precision of lattice determination. Yet it is interesting
that the average of as extractions from collider data is about one standard deviation smaller than
the world average, leaving some uneasy feeling related to the value of this important parameter of
nature.

The largest spread of as values appears among the determinations based on measuring the ge-
ometrical properties of hadronic final states in electron-positron annihilation, which is somewhat
counter intuitive as such collisions provide a clean environment with strong interactions affecting
only the final state. The main reasons for the large uncertainties lie in the usually large perturbative
and non-perturbative (hadronisation) effects. This makes the inclusion of higher-order corrections
mandatory. After the colsure of LEP significant advances were made in this respect. On the one
hand the next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) corrections have been computed for three-jet like
observables [], while on the other resummation of large logarithms to all orders have been per-
formed at the next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL or N2LL)) and in some cases even at
N3LL accuracy [].

Fig. 1(a) shows the predictions for the thrust distribution at LO, NLO and NNLO accuracy, as
given by the perturbative expansion for the normalized cross section, 1

t
s

ds
dt

=
⇣ as

2p

⌘
A(t)+

⇣ as

2p

⌘2
B(t)+

⇣ as

2p

⌘3
C(t) . (1)

Even the most precise prediction falls short significantly over the whole kinematic range, especially
for small values of t where the logarithms L=� lnt become large. This is readily understood from
the analytic structure of perturbative predictions:

A(t) = A1L+A0 ,

B(t) = B3L3 +B2L2 +B1L+B0 ,

C(t) =C5L5 +C4L4 +C3L3 +C2L2 +C1L+C0

(2)

where the dependence of the coefficients on t is suppressed. The logarithmic cntributions have to
be resummed in order to obtain a reliable prediction for small values of t . As shown in Fig. 1(b),
combining the NNLO and N3LL predictions, using R-matching to account for the doubling count-
ing of logarithmic terms, improves the agreement between the prediction and data for the thrust
distribution significantly. Nevertheless, there remains a large gap between the two in the peak re-
gion where most of the data fall. One might expect that the difference between the perturbative
prediction and the data is mainly due to hadronisation corrections.

As for estimating the hadronisation corrections, there are two options: (i) use an analytic
model (power corrections, PC) for the non-perturbative corrections [] in the form of a shift of the
differential distribution

t
s

ds
dt

(t)! t
s

ds
dt

(t �2a0) , (3)

1The A, B and C coefficients were computed using the MCCSM program [] that implements the CoLoRFulNNLO
subtraction method [2, 3].
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describe data
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Causes of failure

1. QCD radiative corrections are large
2. fixed-order perturbation theory fails when logarithms 

become large → we need
A. resummation of such logarithmic terms at all orders
B. matching of fixed order and resummed predictions
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An example of analytic structure 
of the perturbative expansion
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Causes of failure

1. QCD radiative corrections are large
2. fixed-order perturbation theory fails when logarithms 

become large → we need
A. resummation of such logarithmic terms at all orders
B. matching of fixed order and resummed predictions

some precise predictions are available:

- NNLO+N3LL for 1-T, C-parameter & heavy jet mass (ρ)

- NNLO+N2LL for broadenings and EEC
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Matching NNLO with N3LL

Works for τ > 0.1, fails in peak regions
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Causes of failure

3. hadronization corrections are 
A. large, especially for small values of the event shape, i.e 

near the peak
B. not well understood from first principles 

two options:

- estimate of hadronisation using modern MC tools

- use analytic model for power corrections
both have their caveats                     

1. QCD radiative corrections are large
2. fixed-order perturbation theory fails when logarithms 

become large → we need
A. resummation of such logarithmic terms at all orders
B. matching of fixed order and resummed predictions
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Fit data on thrust and heavy jet mass with 
NNLO+N3LL+PC
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Fit data on thrust and heavy jet mass with 
NNLO+N3LL+PC
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Figure 10: Contours of 2σ and 5σ confidence in the simultaneous fit of αs and a non-
perturbative shift parameter ΛNP to the thrust and heavy jet mass aleph data from 91.2
to 206 GeV. The combined fit is also shown.

Event Shape αs(mZ) ΛNP (GeV) χ2/d.o.f.

Thrust 0.1101 0.821 66.9/47

Heavy Jet Mass 0.1017 3.17 60.4/43

Combined 0.1236 -0.621 453/92

Table 3: Best fit values including leading power correction. The χ2 is calculated using both
statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties.

shapes would remove the ambiguity, but this does not happen. Second, we see that while the
perturbative fit has αs lower for thrust than for heavy jet mass, with the power corrections,
the value of αs is higher for thrust, as found in previous studies [17, 18]. However, when we
perform a simultaneous fit to all of the thrust and heavy jet mass degrees of freedom, we get a
value for αs that is larger than each one separately. The best fit for thrust, heavy jet mass, and
the combined fit are shown in Table 3. The fact that the thrust and heavy jet mass contours
do not overlap indicate that a better handling of non-perturbative effects is required.

We conclude that neither correcting the theory curves with a Monte Carlo simulation nor
using a minimal shape function approach for the leading power correction is satisfactory. The
shape function approach is improvable, while the Monte Carlo approach is limited by the
perturbative accuracy of the parton shower, which will be limited to leading-log resummation
in at least the near future (although SCET may eventually help go beyond LL [34, 35]). To
improve the shape function fit, a number of additional ingredients should be included. First
of all, the renormalon ambiguity in separating the perturbative and non-perturbative parts of

21

Y-T. Chien, M.D. Schwartz  
arXiv:1005.1644
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Causes of failure

1. QCD radiative corrections are large
2. fixed-order perturbation theory fails when logarithms 

become large→ we need
A. resummation of such logarithmic terms at all orders
B. matching of fixed order and resummed predictions

3. hadronization corrections are 
A. large, especially for small values of the event shape, i.e 

near the peak
B. not well understood from first principles

4. the two-types of corrections are strongly correlated for 
analytic models of hadronisation 
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3. hadronization corrections are 
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near the peak
B. not well understood from first principles 

4. the two-types of corrections are strongly correlated for 
analytic models of hadronisation 

5. Monte Carlo estimates are model dependent
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How to improve?

✓ Find observable quantities with small perturbative and 
hadronisation corrections:

motto: “large uncertainty in small quantity is small uncertainty” 

jet cone energy fraction:                  
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Finally, jet-cone energy fraction [89] is defined as the energy deposited within a conical shell
of the opening angle � between a particle and the thrust axis ~nT , whose direction is defined to
point from the heavy jet mass hemisphere to the light jet mass hemisphere,

d⌃JCEF

d cos�
=

X

i

Z

Ei

Q
d�e+e�!i+X�

✓

cos�� ~pi · ~nT

|~pi|

◆

. (5.9)

In principle 0o  �  180o, but hard gluon emissions typically contribute only to the region
90o  �  180o, which is plotted in the data [90].

5.2 Event shapes revisited

In this section we present the predictions of the CoLoRFulNNLO method for the event shapes
considered also in refs. [5, 6]. To begin, we write the perturbative expansion of the di↵erential
distribution of an event shape observable O at the default renormalization scale (not to be
confused with the regularization scale of section 2.3) µ0 =

p

Q2 (the total center-of-mass
energy) as

1

�0

d�

dO
=

↵s

2⇡
A(O) +

⇣↵s

2⇡

⌘2

B(O) +
⇣↵s

2⇡

⌘3

C(O) + O(↵4
s ) , (5.10)

where ↵s = ↵s(µ0) and �0 is the leading-order perturbative prediction for the total cross section
of the process e+e� ! hadrons. The LO and NLO perturbative coe�cients A(O) and B(O)
for thrust, heavy jet mass, total and wide jet broadening, C-parameter and the jet transition
variable y23 in the Durham algorithm were computed a long time ago [91], while predictions
for the NNLO coe�cients C(O) were presented in [5, 6]3. However, experiments measure the
distributions normalized to the total hadronic cross section, �, thus physical predictions should
be normalized to that. At the default renormalization scale µ0, distributions normalized to
the total hadronic cross section can be obtained from the expansion in eq. (5.10) above by
multiplying with the inverse of

�

�0

= 1 +
↵s

2⇡
At +

⇣↵s

2⇡

⌘2

Bt +O(↵3
s ) (5.11)

where [92–94]

At =
3

2
CF and Bt = CF

✓

123

8
� 11⇣3

◆

CA � 3

8
CF +

✓

4⇣3 �
11

2

◆

nfTR

�

. (5.12)

The renormalization scale dependence of a three-jet event shape distribution normalized to the
total hadronic cross section can be computed as

1

�

d�(µ)

dO
=

↵s(µ)

2⇡
Ā(O;µ) +

✓

↵s(µ)

2⇡

◆2

B̄(O;µ) +

✓

↵s(µ)

2⇡

◆3

C̄(O;µ) + O(↵4
s (µ

2)) , (5.13)

3Since these distributions have 1/O singularities, it is more convenient to present results for the quantities
OC(O) and this was done in refs. [5, 6] as well as in this paper in figures 1–3.
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How to improve?

✓ Correct for hadronisation, 2nd option:
- estimate of hadronisation using modern MC tools

✓ Find observable quantities with small perturbative and 
hadronisation corrections:

motto: “large uncertainty in small quantity is small uncertainty”                   
- precluster hadrons and compute shapes from jets

- groomed event shapes, designed to reduce 
contamination from non-perturbative effects

Decamp et al [ALEPH], Phys.Lett. B257 (1991) 479-491 
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mMDT grooming algorithm

1. Divide the final state of an e+e− → hadrons event into two 
hemispheres in any infrared and collinear safe way. 

2. In each hemisphere, run the Cambridge/Aachen jet algorithm to  
produce an angular-ordered pairwise clustering history of particles.

3. Undo the last step of the clustering for the one hemisphere, and 
split it into two particles; check if these particles pass the mass 
drop condition, which is defined for e+e- collisions as: 

                                                           

where Ei and Ej are the energies of the two particles
3. If the splitting fails this condition, the softer particle is dropped and 

the groomer continues to the next step in the clustering at smaller 
angle.

4. If the splitting passes this condition the procedure ends and any 
observable can be measured in the remaining hemispheres

3. If the splitting fails this condition the softer subjet is dropped and the groomer continues to the
next step in the clustering. In other words the jet J is set to be the harder of the two subjets.

4. If the splitting passes this condition the procedure ends and the jet J is the soft-drop jet.

Soft drop has two different parameters: zcut, which is an energy threshold, and �, which is the angular
exponent that controls how strongly wide-angle emissions are discarded. In the limit � ! 1 the
ungroomed jet is recovered, while � = 0 corresponds to mMDT [34]. In our studies, we will heavily
use jets defined by a hemisphere of the event. In this case, we find it more convenient to work with a
soft-drop condition defined with a slightly different normalisation:

min[Ei, Ej ]

Ei + Ej
> zcut(1� cos ✓ij)

�/2. (2.2)

The observable we will be making use of for most of this work is thrust [24], which is defined by

T = max

~n

✓P
i2E |~n · ~pi|P
i2E |~pi|

◆
, (2.3)

where the ~pi are the three-momenta of all the different particles i in the event E . The unit vector
~nT which maximizes the sum is called the thrust axis. Often, especially in the context of all-order
calculations, the variable

⌧ = 1� T = min

~n

✓
1�

P
i|~n · ~pi|P
i|~pi|

◆
(2.4)

is defined. This observable is equal to zero for two back to back particles, however with additional
emissions the observable moves away from zero. The ⌧ ⌧ 1 region, often referred to as the two-jet
region, is characterised by soft and collinear emissions, while larger values of ⌧ require hard emissions
to contribute. Given the above considerations, we are tempted to define soft-drop thrust as follows:

(a) the thrust axis nT is calculated, thus dividing the event into two hemispheres;

(b) the soft-drop algorithm is applied in each hemisphere;

(c) the set of particles which are left after soft drop constitutes the soft-drop event ESD, on which
the soft-drop thrust TSD is defined as

TSD = max

~n

 P
i2ESD

|~n · ~pi|P
i2ESD

|~pi|

!
. (2.5)

Furthermore, in analogy with Eq. (2.4), we also introduce ⌧SD = 1� TSD. The above definition seems
very natural, as it is a straightforward extension of the ungroomed thrust. However step (c) does result
in undesirable features. Let us consider for instance the � = 0 case, for which soft drop coincides with
mMDT. Due to the close resemblance of the ⌧ variable with the hemisphere jet mass [9, 50] in the
soft-collinear region, we expect the ⌧SD distribution, for � = 0, to only exhibit single logarithms at
small ⌧SD, which are of collinear origin. However, this expectation is broken already at LO. In order
to see this let us consider a three-particle configuration, which at parton level is realized by allowing
one emission from the quark-antiquark dipole. If this emission is soft, it is then groomed away and the
groomed event is now constituted by just two partons. However, these are not aligned and therefore
they provide a non-zero value of ⌧SD. This has to happen at values of ⌧SD which are parametrically
rather small, suppressed by two powers of zcut. The first power of zcut comes about because we are in

– 4 –
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Factorization formula for 

C. Frye et al, arXiv: 1603.09338

Convolutions —                                
true product for Laplace transforms:

From this procedure, Ref. [8] proved an all-orders factorzation theorem for the cross

section di↵erential in the groomed hemisphere masses ⌧L and ⌧R, where

⌧i =
m2

i

E2
i

, (6)

for massmi and energy Ei of hemisphere i. For ⌧L, ⌧R ⌧ zcut ⌧ 1, the cross section factorizes

into:
1

�0

d2�

d⌧L d⌧R
= H(Q2)S(zcut) [J(⌧L)⌦ Sc(⌧L, zcut)] [J(⌧R)⌦ Sc(⌧R, zcut)] , (7)

where �0 is the leading-order cross section for e+e� ! qq̄, H(Q2) is the hard function

for quark–anti-quark production in e+e� collisions, S(zcut) is the global soft function for

mMDT grooming, J(⌧i) is the quark jet function for hemisphere mass ⌧i, Sc(⌧i, zcut) is the

collinear-soft function for hemisphere mass ⌧i with mMDT grooming, and we suppressed the

dependence on the renormalization scale µ in all these functions. The symbol ⌦ denotes

convolution over the hemisphere mass ⌧i. In most of the expressions that follow, we will set

�0 = 1GeV�2. While we will calculate data relevant for the functions in this factorization

theorem in this paper, we will do so through the single-di↵erential cross section of the

groomed heavy hemisphere mass, defined as

1

�0

d�g

d⇢
⌘

Z
d⌧L d⌧R

1

�0

d2�

d⌧L d⌧R
[⇥(⌧L � ⌧R) �(⇢� ⌧L) +⇥(⌧R � ⌧L) �(⇢� ⌧R)] . (8)

The subscript g on the cross section denotes that this is groomed. Additionally, we note

that this definition of the heavy hemisphere mass di↵ers from the standard definition in the

ungroomed case when the heavy hemisphere mass is defined as:

⇢ =
max[m2

L,m
2
R]

Q2
, (9)

with Q being the center-of-mass energy. When hemispheres are groomed, the grooming

eliminates their dominant correlations, and so it is more natural to define the groomed mass

with respect to the hemisphere energy, and not the center-of-mass energy.

The factorization theorem is simplest to analyze in Laplace space, where we Laplace

transform in both ⌧L and ⌧R to eliminate the convolutions. In Laplace space, the cross

section becomes a simple product:

�(⌫L, ⌫R)

�0

= H(Q2)S(zcut)J̃(⌫L)S̃c(⌫L, zcut)J̃(⌫R)S̃c(⌫R, zcut) , (10)
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7
Modified mass drop tagger groomed heavy jet mass:
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Converges for ρ > 0.1,                      
cannot be trusted for ρ < 0.1

(times their respective coupling factors) in the di↵erential distribution
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where ↵s = ↵s(µ) is the strong coupling evaluated at the renormalization scale µ, �0 and

�1 are the first two coe�cients in the perturbative expansion of the QCD �-function and Q

is the center-of-mass collision energy. For selected values of zcut and small values of ⇢ the

numerical integration needed for the computation of the Cg coe�cient requires significant

CPU time, so we use the values for Cg/�0 as tabulated in Ref. []. We present the predictions

of MCCSM for the normalized cross section ⇢
�0

d�g

d⇢ at the first three orders in perturbation

theory (LO, NLO ans N2LO) in Fig. 1 (left). The lower panels exhibit the K-factors defined

as

KFO/LO(⇠) =
(d�g,FO(µ = ⇠Q)/d⇢)

(d�g,LO(µ = Q)/d⇢)
, (12)

and the ratio KNNLO/NLO

All functions that appear in the factorization formula (5) can also be found explicitly

in Ref. []. SOME TEXT ON THE COMPUTATION OF THE RESUMMED CROSS SEC-

TIONWe present the resummed predictions at N2LL and N3LL accuracies for the normalized

cross section ⇢
�0

d�g

d⇢ at N3LL accuracy in Fig. 1 (right). We see that these predictions are sta-

ble against the variation of the renormalizations scale, but the range of validity is confined

to ⇢ ⌧ 1.

The regions of validity of the predictions at N2LO and at N3LL are complementary, the

former gives a good description for large, while the latter for small values of ⇢. In order

to extend the precise description over the full phase space, the fixed-order and resummed

predictions have to be matched. The additive matching requires the elimination of the

logarithmic terms that are present in both predictions. The coe�cients in the expansion of

the resummed prediction in ↵s,

d�g,LP

d⇢
= �(⇢)D�,g +

↵s

2⇡
(DA,g(⇢))+ +

⇣↵s

2⇡

⌘2

(DB,g(⇢))+ +
⇣↵s

2⇡

⌘3

(DC,g(⇢))+ . (13)

can be found in Ref. [] including the O(↵s
3) coe�cient. For ⇢ > 0 the � and +-distributions

can be discarded. We compare the DC,g(⇢) function to the Cg(⇢) coe�cient in the fixed-

order expansion in Fig. 2 (left). SOME DISCUSSION Subtracting those from the sum of
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ble against the variation of the renormalizations scale, but the range of validity is confined

to ⇢ ⌧ 1.

The regions of validity of the predictions at N2LO and at N3LL are complementary, the

former gives a good description for large, while the latter for small values of ⇢. In order

to extend the precise description over the full phase space, the fixed-order and resummed

predictions have to be matched. The additive matching requires the elimination of the

logarithmic terms that are present in both predictions. The coe�cients in the expansion of

the resummed prediction in ↵s,
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order expansion in Fig. 2 (left). SOME DISCUSSION Subtracting those from the sum of
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where �0 is the leading-order e+e� ! qq̄ cross section, zcut is a parameter of the mMDT/soft

drop groomer, and ⌧L, ⌧R are the left- and right-hemisphere masses, respectively. Extending

this factorization theorem beyond NNLL requires knowing two-loop constants for each of the

functions on the right, as well as their three-loop anomalous dimensions. The hard H(Q2)

and jet functions J(⌧) are known completely through three loops, and the global soft function

S(zcut) is known completely through two loops [49, 50]. Consistency of the factorization

theorem requires the sum of anomalous dimensions of the functions to vanish so that the

cross section is renormalization-group invariant. Therefore, for NNNLL resummation, we

only need to calculate the two-loop constants of the collinear-soft function Sc(⌧, zcut) and

the three-loop global soft function anomalous dimension.

In this paper, we use numerical fixed-order event generators to extract these necessary

ingredients. We will restrict our analysis to jet masses groomed with mMDT for simplicity

and compactness. In this case, we use EVENT2 [51] to find the two-loop constants cmMDT
Sc

of

the collinear-soft function (in Laplace conjugate space) to be

cmMDT
Sc

=
⇣↵s

4⇡

⌘2 ⇥
C2

F (22± 4) + CFCA (41± 1) + CFTRnf (14.4± 0.1)
⇤
, (verify –ajl)

(2)

separated into distinct color channels where CF = 4/3, CA = 3, and TR = 1/2 in QCD, and

nf is the number of active quark flavors. Using MCCSM, we find the three-loop anomalous

dimension of the global soft function �mMDT
S to be

�mMDT
S =

⇣↵s

4⇡

⌘3

[�11600± 2000] (nf = 5) , (3)

where here we fix the number of active quarks to nf = 5. These results enable resummation

to NNNLL accuracy for jet substructure observables for the first time.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we review the mMDT grooming

algorithm and its all-orders factorization theorem. In Sec. III, we discuss our procedure

for extracting the two-loop constants of the collinear-soft function. In Sec. IV, we extract

the three-loop anomalous dimension of the global soft function using numerical results from

MCCSM. We conclude in Sec. V. Several appendices provide the analytical and numerical

details of the results provided in the main text.
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(times their respective coupling factors) in the di↵erential distribution

⇢
d�g,NNLO

d⇢
=

↵s

2⇡
Ag +

⇣↵s

2⇡

⌘2

Bg + Ag�0 log

µ

Q

�

+
⇣↵s

2⇡

⌘3

Cg + 2Bg�0 log

µ

Q
+ Ag

✓
�1

2
log

µ

Q
+ �2

0 log
2 µ

Q

◆� (11)

where ↵s = ↵s(µ) is the strong coupling evaluated at the renormalization scale µ, �0 and

�1 are the first two coe�cients in the perturbative expansion of the QCD �-function and Q

is the center-of-mass collision energy. For selected values of zcut and small values of ⇢ the

numerical integration needed for the computation of the Cg coe�cient requires significant

CPU time, so we use the values for Cg/�0 as tabulated in Ref. []. We present the predictions

of MCCSM for the normalized cross section ⇢
�0

d�g

d⇢ at the first three orders in perturbation

theory (LO, NLO ans N2LO) in Fig. 1 (left). The lower panels exhibit the K-factors defined

as

KFO/LO(⇠) =
(d�g,FO(µ = ⇠Q)/d⇢)

(d�g,LO(µ = Q)/d⇢)
, (12)

and the ratio KNNLO/NLO
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can be discarded. We compare the DC,g(⇢) function to the Cg(⇢) coe�cient in the fixed-

order expansion in Fig. 2 (left). SOME DISCUSSION Subtracting those from the sum of

7

We see that the O(↵s
3) corrections stabilize the dependence on the renormalization scale for large

values of ⇢ (⇢ > 0.1) as expected, while the predictions are clearly not reliable for ⇢ ⌧ 0.1. To

stabelize the latter we need to resum the large logarithmic contributions.

FIG. 1. Predictions for the groomed heavy jet mass in perturbation theory at zcut = 0.1. left: at

LO, NLO and NNLO accuracies, and their ratios; right: at NnLL accuracy (for n = 2 and 3). The

bands represent the uncertainties due to the variation of the renormalization scale µ = ⇠Q in the

range ⇠ 2 [1/2, 2].

the N2LO and N3LL, we obtain a prediction in perturbation theory with highest available

accuracy:
⇢

�0

d�g,FO+res

d⇢
=

⇢

�0

✓
d�g,N3LL

d⇢
+

d�g,N2LO

d⇢
� d�g,LP

d⇢

◆
, (14)

which we present in Fig. 2 (right). SOME DISCUSSION

IV. CONCLUSIONS
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Conclusions

✓ Precise determination of the strong coupling using hadronic final 
states in electron-positron annihilation requires

careful selection of observables with small perturbative and             
non-perturbative corrections (and data — not discussed here)

✓ MCCSM was used to compute differential distributions for groomed 
event shapes — mMDT groomed heavy jet mass among others

✓  Our predictions
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Conclusions

✓ Precise determination of the strong coupling using hadronic final 
states in electron-positron annihilation requires

careful selection of observables with small perturbative and             
non-perturbative corrections (and data — not discussed here)

✓ MCCSM was used to compute differential distributions for groomed 
event shapes — mMDT groomed heavy jet mass among others

✓  Our predictions

- show good perturbative stability for ρ > 10-1 (smaller scale 
dependence than un-groomed event shapes)

- are stable numerically to ρ ~ 10-4

- were used to extract unknown constants needed for NNNLL 
resummation and matching

✓ NNLO+NNNLL additive matching is made possible the first time


